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Offering an unmatched combination of quality and value, Fortessa, Inc. designs, develops and markets industry leading tabletop goods
and accessories. With a strong commitment to excellence, service and value, Fortessa has established themselves as the crown jewel
on the world’s finest tables, serving the needs of foodservice operations and retailers alike.

Old Systems Begins to Tarnish
For many years, Fortessa ran their business using an old version of Sage Pro Series. However, as they began experiencing tremendous
growth, operations in the warehouse were becoming increasingly difficult to manage. Scott Hamberger, CEO, states, “We were
growing at a 30% compound annual rate and while we were excited about the progress the company was making toward our strategic
objectives, our warehouse operation was falling behind. The increased transaction volume was putting a strain on our system of
paper-based output and handwritten notes to pick, pack and ship.”

Set the Table for Efficiency
According to Scott, “There were certain processes in our warehouse that worked well and others that weren’t scalable to meet our
increasing throughput requirements.” To tackle this challenge and maintain their market leadership, Fortessa developed a forward
thinking, aggressive strategy that would leverage technology. “We weren’t interested in simply installing new software,” adds Scott.
“We needed a solution that was flexible enough to replicate pieces of our existing process that worked well, while automating certain
manual tasks that where resulting in bottlenecks.”
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Dane Karcher, President at Front Line Systems,
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